Lessons from the Margins of the Academic
Grove, or "Hoop Dreams"
PaulineUchnwnDUncz
In his book The Last Soot, Darcy Frey profiles the hoop dreams of an
inner-city basketball star and "ghetto poet" who possesses a quirky intellectual
sensibility. He writes, "If Cory lived in one of New York's white suburbs he'd
"play the offbeat writer whose poor grades earn ... him a four-year sentence at a
midlevel school like Colgate, to be served while his classmates all go Ivy" (196).
Though his na tive Coney Island provides no such safety net, the possibility of
transcendence through basketball-in this case, an athletic scholarship to a fouryear Division I college-is an article of faith (5). The dichotomy Frey establishes
between basketball hopeful and nonmaterially privileged student strikes in me a
familiar chord. For to speak about the work of aspiring compositionists who are
"outsiders in the academic grove" (Aisenberg and Harrington) I must sort
through marginalizing signifiers from which many seek transcendence: gypsy
scholar, freeway flyer.. lecturer, part-timer, TA; adjunct, call, non-tenure track,
occasional, temporary, or visiting faculty. Since Writing Program Administrators
are probably the most frequent employers and managers of this group, they must
confront the plight of faculty within it who trouble academe's orchards with
tenacious hoop dreams.
I'

ll

Unlike the mid-1960s, when over 90 percent of new humanities PhOs
took a full-time tenure track appointment as an article of faith (Richard Ohmann
qtd. in Williams 55), employment figures recently released by the MLA, the U.S.
Department of Education, the AAUP, and other sources reveal that in the 1990s,
no such promises hold for beginning scholars. The number of full-time college
teaching positions has declined since the late 1970s-familiar enough news. Yet
graduate programs in English studies persist in teaching new scholars to aspire
to the status of the late-century public intellectual, who "migrat[es] ... from
teacher to researcher to star" (Williams 57). So, similar to basketball hopefuls
dreaming of NCAA Division I scholarships followed by NBA contracts, young
doctorates who once competed for teaching assistantships and research fellowships long to enter academe's star system riding on the tenure track, preferably at
a well-heeled institution. (They can find top-rated research universities and
selective liberal-arts colleges listed on a single page of the 1996 The Chronicle of
Higher Education Almanac Issue: 32). Configuring their actual movements, Jeffrey
Williams places recent PhDs on an institutional "stepladder" that ranges from
"high elite" (such as Harvard), to "refugee" graduate programs; yet only through
leaps of faith that commence from the upper rungs should any anticipate landing
on track-at "Podunk" universities no less (68-69). And draft picks who can't
jump in academia (i.e., publish their dissertation within two or three years of
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receiving the PhD) may have a hard time maintaining their dribble. Meanwhile,
as promising high school players practice their dunk on the basketball court even
as their inferior academic training in the classroom banishes them to obscure
junior colleges, a new crop of doctoral candidates attending so-called ilcommon"
universities are training to be their teachers.
Can pursuit of a doctoral degree-and an academic reputation-in
rhetoric and composition get a candidate into the first-round draft during
frenzied hiring at the annual MLA convention? As of 1993, rhetoric and composition posi tions still comprised nearly 250/0 of the advertisements published in the
MLA Job Information List (Brown, et al. 249), but numbers show this percentage
leveling off. According a survey of over 170 schools published in Rhetoric Review
in 1994, U.S. doctoral programs in rhetoric and composition blossomed in the
early 1980s, coinciding with the downturn in the postsecondary job market in
general. At the time, a shortage of specialized faculty supposedly threatened the
health of rhetoric/composition PhD programs, but as of the mid-1990s, this
remained the case at only a few institutions (Brwon 240-1). The number of
rhetoric/composition doctoral students currently is booming, but since the
number of job openings is shrinking, the probability of their oversupply on the
market is strong. Some WPAs may take comfort in the assertion that, as of 1994,
impending saturation had not yet occurred (249). But I would like to explore the
claim through another perspective, sifting through a brief of my own experiences
as a new rhetoric/composition PhD on the job market from 1994 to 1996.
By 1993 estimates, I was among "approximately 1,174 students [in the
U.S.] pursuing doctorates in rhetoric and composition, or closely related areas ...
(Brown 240). It is difficult to say how many of us were on the job market over the
next two years, but I do know we competed for about twenty rhetoric and
composition related positions that made the prestigious "cross list" referred to
above; those promising cushy teaching loads, release time for research, good
benefits, and competitive salaries.! More typically, dozens of nlY interviewers
pitched 4-4 teaching loads heavy in first-year composition, computer instruction
duties, administrative and service responsibilities, and the need to carry out a
rigorous research program-all at far less the salary.

1J

Working conditions for rhetoric/composition faculty at other than elite
institutions seem contingent upon a surplus pool of laborers ready to take any
job in a competitive market. Writing instructors who land these positions may
live what Mas'ud Zavarzadeh calls the "contradiction between the appearance
and the reality of the working day." According to Zavarzadeh, Hit is a divided
day, divided into 'necessary labor'-the part in which the worker produces value
equivalent to his wages-and the 'other,' the part of 'surplus labor'-a part in
which the worker works for free and produces 'surplus value'" (qtd. in Ebert,
JJRed Feminism" 809). Thus, in hiring new full-time faculty, what many writing
programs actually contract for in the political economy of the real working day
/Jis not the worker's labor but her labor power-that is ... the worker's capacity to
produce more value than [she] is paid for" (Ebert 809). What has fostered uneven
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labor divisions in the teaching writing profession?
To answer this question, WPAs need to contemplate the positions writing
specialists are likely to fill in their departments more than any other today.
Compositionists can expect to join the ranks of around 270,000 part-time instruc..
tors serving U.S. colleges and universities, approximately one-third of all faculty
in 1993 (Zimbler), a number that rose to 38 percent in 1994 (Kean 49), and that,
according to Judith Gappa and David Leslie, authors of The Invisible Faculty, can
rise to more than 60 percent at two.. year community colleges (1). Since most parttime instructors teach introductory and lower division courses (composition
being a conspicuous example); since, in the reality of the working day, most
carry oppressive teaching loads and earn exploitative pay, surely employment
patterns instituted around their surplus labor affect the economic soundness of
college teaching as a viable profession in general? Both fledging scholars and
academic stars have documented the struggles and aspirations of faculty
contained by the statistics I cite here (e.g., see Berube and Nelson; Brodie;
Cayton; Chell; Flanagan; Flynn, et al.; Holbrook; Miller; Slevin; Singleton;
Sommerj Uchmanowicz). But so far, the interrogation of hoop dreams in relation
to an unjust recruitment system has failed to level the academic playing field.
If WPAs are to avoid a takeover of their hiring and management practices
by the spreading weeds of systemic exploitation, they must promote the academic eligibility of already marginalized faculty who labor in their orchards.
WPAs must work to provide this faculty with opportunities to conduct research,
encouraging them to unearth what they know about academe's uneven terrain in
spaces only they can occupy. In the section that follows, I first want to describe
sites of research already staked-out by margainalized faculty, and suggest why it
is important for WPAs to recognize this work in speaking out against negative
portraits of part-time (in particular composition) faculty. In the final section, I
wish to use my ten years' scouting experience on the part-time and temporary
circuit to suggest what WPAs and other privileged faculty can do to help our
struggling colleagues actualize dreams-of economic survival, professional
legitimacy, or national celebrity.

Fertile Ground
Like many of the quarter-million plus people swelling higher education's
part..time teaching ranks, for years I worked as a writing instructor who contracted for five or six courses per semester at two or three different schools.
Recognizing how expectations regarding my instructional identity shifted across
institutions, I began to research the politics of adjunct teaching by formulating
questions about my traveling pedagogy. When I asked myself, liDo I give higher
grades to students who attend more prestigious institutions?/1 I tried answering
it by creating "The $5,000-$25,000 Exchange/I a research design which calls for
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students who attend economically disparate colleges and universities to exchange writing samples across this economic divide, and to read, comment on,
and grade each others' papers. In analyzing my data from a position that only
instructors who teach at multiple locations can occupy, I compare the working
conditions at four institutions, and analyze comments students created in two
separate exchanges. My results interrogate how student-teacher relationships
shift across institutions, and document how this research led me to demystify
and alter my grading practices between 1990 and 1994.
Drafted in the fall of 1994 from the part-time locker room to the full-time
bench-and at a rhetoric/composition elite-list university-l continued to
research the culture of grading with a unique eye trained to the players on the
field. I kept score of my instructional practices in relation to my position as
temporary replacement faculty, viewing myself as an outsider (surplus worker)
"temping" inside a permanent faculty. In an impoverished city, on a state-run
campus where a university education in the minds of most students translates to
moving up the ranks of the employed, this meant repeatedly locating class
divisions in our culture in the cultural divisions of the classroom. It meant
acknowledging to students how my tenuous status as their temporary teacher
intersected with their own often..felt sense of powerlessness. And so we spent
two academic years together questioning how classroom dialogues about grader
culture could help us demystify the economic crisis of the workplace. Though I
lacked job security and earned a lecturer's wages, my researcher's teaching
schedule allowed. me to work on compiling data. Finally, after five years of
examining grader culture from a position of marginality, articles I wrote on the
subject appeared in print; they have been instrumental in transforming my work
status to that of full-time, tenure track assistant professor.
Within the tangled economic fray of teaching composition, I now find
myself working along side colleagues who remain exploited. Among them I see
people who, despite their linear poverty..level careers on the margins of the
profession" (Nelson 45), have made use of their appointments at muliple
institutions to conduct ground-breaking research. They also have managed to
present their findings at professional conferences, footing the bill themselves.
Joan Perisse and Mary Fakler are two of these people. 2 Writing instructors
who teach numerous composition sections at multiple institutions, their observations about how student populations differ led them to search for ways to
"broaden" students' experiences, first of all, by putting them in contact with each
other across the schools. Intent on "bring[ing] a realistic view of the world" to
students, Fackler and Perisse theorized that linking their voices in a collaborative
computer conversation beyond the classroom could subvert the rhetorical
situation in which students are asked to write to an "anonymous" general public
(115). They first used their reserch design in the fall of 1995:
Using computer technology (email and mailing lists), we engage 150
students from eight composition classes in three geographically diverse
colleges, in a collaborative conversation sharing ideas, opinions, and
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writing. The students are put into intentionally diverse, anonymous
groups of six, consisting of two students from each college, one from each
class, who are representative of different socio-economic and cultural
backgrounds. (115)
Using email, students transmit essays on the same topics to their respective groups, who read and critique them. In a second dialogue among all the
groups, students discuss "their thoughts, interpretations, and responses to
various reading assignments" (115); these dialogues become material for face to
face class discussions. At the end of each semester students meet in person at a
party that Joan and Mary-at their own expense-put on for them.
Thus far, Perisse and Fakler believe that cross-institutionalleaming groups
foster in students a strong commitment to their writing, prompting them "to
become more responsible in their roles as members of the college community.. ."
(116). On another level, they feel that asking students to respond to assigned
readings amongst each other before discussing them in class discourages the
"banking concept" of learning (paulo Freire), in which students are taught to
memorize the teacher's interpretations (116). Not surprisingly, this emphasis on
engaged pedagogy leads students who know more about computers than either
instructor to draft direction sheets and even teach classes. Perisse and Fakler find
themselves engaged in a productive collaboration: between teachers, teachers
and their students, and students and their peers, all of whom are"active participants [in] sharing and learning and teaching" (117).
Perisse and Fakler's innovations in teaching computer-based writing
should interest WPAs. But so should their story about what it took to launch
"Merging Voices." At one institution, where they get paid at the 1978 rate of
$1,200 per course, they had to scrounge for resources. 3 Luckily, they obtained a
computer because it "happened to be laying around," then began teaching
themselves and their students needed computing skills-all at no extra pay.
While full-time faculty at the same institution are eligible for grants to develop
on-line classes, and are provided with the equipment to do so, Perisse and Fakler
are not grant eligible; still, they had to obtain administrative permission to
launch their project. Meanwhile, I wonder how Joan and Mary, who will present
more of their research at an upcoming regional NCTE meeting, again at their
own expense, will find time in already hectic schedules to publish their research.

In order to advoca te effectively on behalf of marginalized researchersl
WPAs must first work to change how exploited faculty in general are perceived
by the profession. Consider for a moment the profile of "the lonely and isolated
adjunct professor" sketched out in a Chronicle ofHigher Education "Point of View"
column by Eugene Arden, a provost and vice-chancellor emeritus. Focusing on
what so-called adjuncts need to learn to function more as professionals (his
emphasis) Arden's lament recommends the voluntarily videotaping of adjuncts'
classes so that they can learn to "recognize their bad habits" (A44). A month
later, responses to this op-ed appearing in "Letters to the Editor" from two
adjuncts, a coordinator of a continuing education program, and an adult student
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mostly argue against his rhetoric. Yet it was letters immediately followingsigned in response to a °Point of View" tenure piece by major-leaguer Jay Parini
and drawing signatures from an assistant professor, an associate professor, a
college president, a college president emeritus, and a circuit judge for the U.S.
Court of Appeals-that left me asking: Where were the privileged voices in
defense of our colleagues whom observers have begun to call "working poor"
(Merik)? Why didn't WPAs relay the "professional" accomplishments of those
among this group who are innovative teachers and researchers?
WPAs need to be aware of how even supportive portraits of marginalized
faculty can do disservice to rhetoric/composition as a whole. For instance, when
Barbara Sommer describes the benefits of part-timers to institutions, she divides
"professionals" who offer "specialty classes in the fields of architecture,
psychology, finance, surgery, film making, and journalism; from composition
and ESL teachers, who instead head a list of "instructors of basic skills" (7). A
similar textual division occurs when, in addressing concerns over exploited
faculty in the academic work force, Gappa and Leslie single out "freshman [sic]
writing" in English as the sole example of a lower-division course assigned to
"part-timers" in the interest of faculty who prefer to conduct research and teach
advanced classes; in contrast, "outside experts" are described as "strengthening"
programs in art, computer science, accounting, public policy, and engineering
(3). In the meantime, Gappa and Leslie note that even while part-timers may
remain unable to obtain funding for their own research, administrators may use
them as guinea pigs to develop and test new academic programs before longterm investments are introduced.
lJ

Maybe it's no coincidence that "rats in a rat race" came into my head as I
read in a 1994 Lingua Franca article by Patricia Kean how many PhDs accept parttime positions on an "experimental basis" because they think it's a good way to
get a foot in the door. Then they discover how systemic exploitation keeps it
locked; because when spots do open, departments would rather hire the best
new graduate out of Princeton than keep a part-timer from a previous semester
(50).4 In this scenario, adjuncts resemble basketball players who because of low
5ATs must earn a two-year degree at a junior college before moving on to a fouryear school, often only to learn that, according to Frey, "[m]any Division I
coaches refuse to recruit players once they enter the juco system, considering
them damaged goods. 50 players who don't go directly from high school to a
four-year college often never get to play top NCAA ball or earn their bachelor's
degrees" (116). What then, can be done to help postsecondary faculty stuck on
the sidelines?
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Gardening Tools
To promote the academic eligibility of marginalized faculty, WPAs must
make "research opportunities for all teaching faculty" part of their mission
statements. They must help faculty toiling on the margins of writing programs to
find ways to engage in research.
"Research opportunities" can become a component of training sessions
for part-time writing faculty. For instance, WPAs can discuss with them how to
create research designs by observing on a regular basis records of their own
labor: lecture tablets, syllabi, and transcriptions of classroom discussions; course
schedules, departmental grading policies, pre-packaged syllabi, and contracts.
Meanwhile, so these and other researchers interested in "the widening gap"
between part-time and full-time faculty (Wilson A12.. A13) might have access to
information, WPAs must commit to collecting data about their institutions' uses
of surplus faculty, since, as Gappa and Leslie report, "[ t]oo many institutions ...
ha[ve] gaps in their data on part-timers," or none at all (5).
WPAs also can form collaborative research teams between themselves,
full-time, and part-time faculty, or create research and study groups along
similar lines. For example at my former institution, the WPA, an associate
professor of interdisciplinary studies, two rhetoric I composition graduate
students, and I-a full-time temporary lecturer in composition-met as a writers'
workshop on a regular basis for the purpose of reading each others' scholarship
to better it for publication. In less than a one-year period, we yielded a fairly
successful return with four out of five of us placing our work with major
disciplinary journals.
A big question facing WPAs who wish to promote the research of
marginalized faculty in the coming century will be: Who will finance their hoop
dreams? In answering this question, WPAs might take their cues from a peer
mentoring program initiated at the University of Maryland System (UMUC) in
1985, which emphasizes "collegiality and the value of positive change" between
part-time and full-time faculty (Millis 75). In 1990, lJMUC was able to expand
The Peer Mentoring Program with support from the Fund for the Improvement
of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) (75). Under the program, faculty nominated
for the Excellence in Teaching Award mentor adjunct faculty new to the UMUC
system in a series of classroom observations followed by consultations. Barbara
Millis claims that the program receives strong support from the president of the
university; lithe well-funded program is administered by the assistant dean for
faculty development [and] [ilts day to day functions are carried out by a halftime administrative coordinator (75). Millis also tells the story of one computer
applications instructor who, in taking part in the program, "became involved
with netting a $150,000 grant that enabled him to publish several research
papers..." after a fellow adjunct who visited his class introduced him to corporate people working on project related to his research (76-77). WPAs should
consider the UMUC model, and work on writing grants to fund mentor-based
ll
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research programs for part-time faculty. In estimating expenses for such a
project, WPAs could request money to pay adjunct researchers the equivalent of
IIrelease time" from one course.
Additionally, WPAs should advocate to administrators that part-timers
and temporary employees become eligible for at least some research funding.
They should lobby administrators to include in the hiring packages of surplus
workers paid dues in the professional organization of the workers' choice, for
instance the NCTE. WPAs themselves should vote for officers and representatives in professional organizations and unions who mention the rights of
temporary and part-time workers in their personal statements. 5
Journal editors should be encouraged by WPAs and other faculty to
devote upcoming issues to innovations in non-regular faculty research. Indeed,
as Perisse and Fakler's "Merging Voices" project illustrates, this research has
moved beyond the "how-to" prose of Donald Greive, whose books with "Adjunct" and "Part- Time Faculty" in their titles explain "at the practitioner's level"
such things as how to create a lesson plan, use the chalkboard, and write essay
tests. Editors who "solicit" elite faculty for upcoming titles in rhetoric and
composition, should be told to seriously consider publishing books based on the
research of faculty who, because they are exploited in the reality of the working
day, offer us tmique insights into the profession.
On a day to day basis, adjunct faculty should feel as respected as any
other faculty. They should be invited to all regular faculty meetings, and they
should be allowed to vote on issues affecting the courses that they teach,
especially when such decisions are being made by those who seldom teach them.
Since one Webster's definition of "professor" reads: "loosely, any college,
university, or occasionally, secondary-school teacher," all faculty members
should be addressed in formal situations, and in professional correspondences as
"professors," regardless of their academic (economic) rank. Meanwhile, as
Donna Singleton contends, while we must resist classificatory signifiers such as
call-staff, part-timers, and lecturers, we must simultaneously bear in mind how
such labels expose situational realities; so the resistance we locate in research
must be to material situations as well as to terms (41). Still, we must take heed of
terminology used to describe surplus workers when it misleads, such as in a June
of 1995 Chronicle ofHigher Education article that discusses AAUP reactions to
"problems of part-timers." "Problems" here artificially intimates desire for
solutions, even as the story's slant conflates the issue of part-time workers with
the AAUP's need to improve the job security and image of an already privileged
professoriate whose tenure in the minds of the public "is the equivalent of
welfare (Cage A16). It remains imperative for WPAs to stay focused on realworld solutions to the exploitative conditions experienced by surplus workers.
Jl

This is not to say that WPAs, in theorizing labor policy regarding surplus
workers, should shy away from symbolic negotiation, such as the one I am using
here in relation to "hoop dreams." Indeed, in a real-world interpretation of
policy governing the NCAA, P. D. Lesko, executive director of the National
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Adjunct Faculty Guild, recommends that scholarly associations move to stop the
systemic exploitation of nonregular faculty by considering the model the NCAA
poses concerning the fair treatment of athletes. Using detailed rules and regulations about such treatment, the agency enforces its policy statements by investigating and imposing penalties on universities accused of breaking them. The
system is less than perfect, Lesko points out; for instance, sidelined athletes
across the country criticize the NCAA for delays in deciding their academic
eligibility (Blum A35), while their belief in the meritocracy of athletics slowly
withers on the proverbial vine (Frey 166). So, even if WPAs lobby for changes,
adjuncts should anticipate delays as they bench warm, or watch their numbers
expand like weeds.
In The Last Shot, Frey tells readers that no sooner had Russell, a basketball
hopeful, decided to sign with Cal-Irvine than the recruiter called to say they were
no longer interested (163). "And with each school that courted and then abandoned him he seemed to go through the full cycle of infatuation, falling in love,
rejection, and recuperation; each time he survived with a little less of the spirit to
forge on with the school year" (164). Who among those wishing for a tenuretrack job while aggressively plying the market doesn't recognize herself in this
description of Russell's despair? Who among us could fail to tell her own
cautionary tales?
In one of my own, two members of a tenure and promotions committee at
the elite-list university where lance was a temporary worker reveal to me how
little an article I published in the star-studded College English is appreciated by
their group. "Don't publish anymore articles on the subject of part-time or
temporary teaching," they tell me. Not long after, a compositionist colleague
pauses from her tenure battle to learn that John Schilb has invited me to present a
version of this paper on an MLA panel. "You're gettin' famous!" she gushes. I
say, "Yeah. Famous for being a nontenure-track teacher." Another tenure-track
character, a WPA, enters the narrative sighing, "I wanna be cited! And not only
are you cited, but the journal and the guy's article you're cited in are named in
this week's 'flot Type' in The Chronicle of Higher Education." I tell him, "I just
wanna a job." And because the hoops through which I must jump to reach one
make me shoot for a three-pointer, in a parenthetical silence that follows, I slum
in his subjectivity: And a book contract, and a big grant, and a state-of-the-arts
computer. I want to be-a star."
1/

A parallel story line reveals continuing hierarchic divisions between the
research of marginal faculty and its visibility. Learning that a friend died of a
heart attack during her third decade of part-time teaching, r want to dedicate an
article to her memory in a footnote. An answering machine message tells me:
"We will publish no such footnotes." I wonder if Gloria Watkins receives similar
messages on her machine. And while the "Hot Type" personality does cite my
work-in a footnote-he forgets to name my article in the list of works citedj he
does remember to cite Terry Eagleton, Richard Ohmann, and Barbara Johnson,
among others who otherwise only get footnote mentions.
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But even if teaching and research spaces carved by faculty seeking
transcendence from oppressive institutional structures appear more anonymous
than auspicious, this faculty must dare to keep practicing research on academe's
playing field, discovering ways to realize their dreams. At the same time, WPAs
and other elites must guide and encourage their endeavors.
During the fall of 1996, the plight of surplus laborers in academia caught
the trenchant gaze of cartoonist Garry Trudeau. In the first sequence of a twoday spread on the subject, corporate-type college administrators are discussing
how, in a buyer's market," they can still attract competent faculty, even as they
get rid of tenure. In another panel, a faculty "recruiter" screams out for instructors willing to work on a day-to-day basis. The story line carries on in Trudeau's
next installment, where the reader sees an elite PhD candidate who demands
benefits pushed aside by a recruiter in favor of someone who will simply "work
for food." In the final panel, the recruiter-clutching a clipboard in one hand and
a megaphone in the other-needs ten surplus workers on demand. The image
makes file wonder: Does the cartoon recruiter profile the impending roles of
WPAs who will seek players from the rhetoric and composition field in the
coming century? Finally, I think of how, in a fruit field in Oregon in 1985, the
migrant recruiter who hired me to pick strawberries at the rate of 75 cents a flat
wrote a number on my hand as a way of keeping tally of my labors, branding me
with a mark destined to vanish without a trace.
II

Notes
1. A few of these remained "unfilled" over the two-year period. With all due
respect to committees who twice interviewed me at MLA for the same elite
position, I suspect one reason they failed to hire was because they couldn't
recruit a sure-fire, rising academic star.
2. I wish to thank my colleagues, Joan Perisse and Mary Fakler, for permitting
me to present their research.
3. According to the minutes of an all-college faculty meeting conducted at our
institution in the fall of 1996, appeals were made by full-time ~rofessors to the
college "on the need to improve the pay of the adjunct faculty. As of the time
the minutes were published (1 Novembe·r 1996), the issue was put on the agenda
of the Academic Affairs Conunittee, who agreed to make periodic reports to the
9

college community

4. Jack Schuster considers the question of whether or not doctorates unable to
secure regular faculty appointments will be snapped up when vacancies open in
the future when he states: "1'he relatively few institutions that can afford to be
choosy in hiring new faculty members after the Dlarket turnaround \vill have
little interest in the cohort of nonregular faculty melnbers. They were not
interested before; they won't be interested in the future" (61). Cary Nelson
writes of people who have for twenty years "pieced together part-time academic
employment, often at multiple institutions, while continuing to read and publish
... and \vho still hope for perInanentjobs" (45). Nelson says one department
head who employs such people calls thcIn "our discards," and quotes another as
saying, "We have people who've been teaching part-time for us for fifteen years.
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They still think they'll get a full-time job. I tell them, 'Don't count on it'" (45).
5. For example, on the 1996 AAUP Annual Election Ballot Instructions that
went out to voting members, six out of ten candidates for national office
mention the exploitation of part-timer workers in their statements. [AAUP
Annual Election Ballot Instructions. Washington Grove, Maryland: OCR

Services, Inc.]
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Special Issue of WPA." Writing Program Administration

Call for Articles on Collaborative
Administration
Manuscripts on the topic of collaborative administration-alternative models
to the typically hierarchical structures of writing programs-are being
sought far the Spring, 1998 issue of WPA: Writing Program Administration.
Articles from a range of approaches are encouraged: theoretical discussions
(i.e., feminist, pastmodern, other critical perspectives), historical analyses,
critical case studies, annotated bibliographies on relevant bodies of professionalliterature (i.e., educational or management theory, organizational
psychology).
Article form can also be varied: traditional essays, personal writing, position
statements are welcome. WPAs, writing faculty, graduate students, and
individuals outside English departments who have administrative experience with composition boards or other program contacts are encouraged to
submit manuscripts. Discussions of collaborative administration not specifically tied to writing programs may also be appropriate. Send inquiries and
manuscripts to:
Jeanne GW1ner, Guest Editor
Dept. of English
Santa Clara University
Santa Clara.. CA 95053
or E-nlail to jgW1ner@mailer.scu.edu.
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Culture, Storytelling,
and College Writing
Gary Colombo, Los Angeles
City College

Bonnie Lisle, University ofCalifornia,
Los Angeles

Sandra Mano, University ofCalifornia,
Los Angeles
1997/paper/520 pages/$25 net
Instructor's Edition

• first writing text to combine a process-oriented, revision-centered approach
with the current thinking on how culture shapes writing • enlists the power
of narrative to help students move from personal to analytical writing with
less anxiety • 45 essays, stories, and poems by professionals and students encourage critical thinking and analysis. 4 thematic parts integrate multiethnic readings • Academically Speaking chapters in each part focus on the
power and limitations of academic writing • emphasizes revision skills and
the writing process and includes 14 pieces of student writing • designed
specifically for students who have struggled under traditional methods
"This is a remarkable project. The storytelling approach provides a vibrant
framework for exploring, analyzing, and developing the various writing tasks our
students face in the university."
- Randal Woodland, University ofMichigan, Dearborn
"This will be an important and widely used textbook in years to come as the
importance of multicultural thinking grows - as surely it will in our rapidly
shrinking world with its changing demographics and shifting centers of power."
- Sonia Colette Apgar, University ofMinnesota
"The best thing about the book is its voice. It's engaging, student-friendly, clear,
and interesting. Definitely not the usual textbook read!"
- Helen Fox, author of Listening to the World: Culturallrsues in Academic Writing
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Eor examination copies, call1-800-446-8923

A POClffiT STYLE MANUAL
Second Edition
Diana Hacker, })rince George's Community C'ollege
new edition of widely adopted pocket-sized handbook III brief and inexpensive (under 200 pages and $8 net) II ample coverage of topics students most
frequently consult a handbook for II incorporates proven reference features
from Diana Hacker's other best-selling handbooks: clear writing style, handedited examples, clean design (with new color tabs at the top of page for easier
reference), and user-friendly index II new advice on researched writing and
more extensive coverage of integrating sources III more MLA and APA doculnentation models and sample pages from student papers in each style 1'1 new
coverage of Chicago notes and bibliography entries and new sample pages from
a Chicago-style paper II new section on documenting Internet sources II more
exmnples drawn fronl across the disciplines III new checklist for global revision
II

1997/185 pages
spiral-bound
$8 net

A WRITER'S REFERENCE
Third Edition
Diana Hacker, Prince George's Community College
third edition of the most widely used - and ilnitated -handbook of its kind
12 tabbed section dividers let the book flip open II comb binding lets the book
lie flat 1/1 award-winning design highlights important infonnation III hand-edited
sentences emphasize revision II unit on using the library with up-to-date information on computer catalogs and data-bases II MLA and APA documentation
style now covered in separate tabbed sections II boxed ESL notes throughout
II unit on prepositions in a separate ESL section II section on Document Design
II Exercises to Accompany A WRITER'S REFERENCE now available in compact and
large formats III booklet of lower-level exercises for basic writers
111
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II

1995/paper with comb
binding/$19.50 net

Exercises (compact and
large fomuts)
each $4 net
Developnte'ntal Exercises
$4 net

RULES FOR WRITERS
rrhird Edition
Diana I-Iacl{er, Prince George's Community College
an inexpensive handbook by Djana Hacker II now with a convenient spiral
binding II innovative graphic reference systeln II thorough and uncomplicated gujdance on the writing process, paragraph development, style,
usage, grammar, ESL concerns, punctuation, tnechanics, argument, and
research III thoroughly class-tested in over a thousand classroonls by close to
two million students II clear, uncluttered two-color design and hand-edited
1997/495 pages
spiral-bound/$12.50 net sentences help students find what they need quickly and easily III answers to
SaIne of the exercises for self-testing II extensive coverage of the latest MLA
Answers to Exercises
])evelopmental Exercises and APA documentation guidelines with saInple papers II coverage of docUlnent design .. available with nlost of the ancillaries for The Bedford l1andbook
$6 net
for Writers, Fourth Edition
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